Fall 2018 - Spring 2019

David Silver
Princeton
Haste or Waste? Peer Pressure and the Distribution of Marginal Returns to Health Care

Karen Clay
Carnegie Mellon University

Meredith Fowlie
University of California, Berkeley

Dan Sacks
Indiana University
Does the Individual Mandate Affect Insurance Coverage? Regression Kink Evidence from the Population of Tax Returns

Jonathan Skinner
Dartmouth
Bayesian Learning, Misperception, and Technology Adoption

Robin Williams
University of Maryland

Carlos Dobkin
University of California, Santa Cruz
Health Insurance and Access to Care for the Near Elderly

Justin Sydnor
University of Wisconsin

Wojciech Kopczuk
Columbia University
Intergenerational Wealth Formation over the Life Cycle: Evidence from Danish Wealth Records 1984-2013

Erzo Luttmer
Dartmouth College
Behavioral Impediments to Valuing Annuities: Complexity and Choice Bracketing

Erin Mansur
Dartmouth College
Decompositions and Policy Consequences of an Extraordinary Decline in Air Pollution from Electricity Generation

Marianne Wanamaker
University of Tennessee
Cohort Effects of Restrictive Abortion Legislation—Evidence from 19th Century Law Variation

Kosali Simon
Indiana University
Reducing opioids dispensed to new users: Initial prescription limits and must-access prescription drug monitoring programs

Andrew Goodman-Bacon
Vanderbilt University
Fall 2017 - Spring 2018

Sofia Villas-Boas
Using Random Utility Structural Demand Models to Infer the Value of Quality Information

Matthew Kahn
Prolonging Coal’s Sunset: The Causes and Consequences of Local Protectionism for a Declining Polluting Industry

Walker Hanlon
A Century of Pollution and Mortality: London 1866-1965

Haizhen Lin
Multimarket Contact in Medicare Advantage

Martin Gaynor
The Price Ain’t Right? Hospital Prices and Health Spending on the Privately Insured

Kitt Carpenter
Effects of Access to Legal Same-Sex Marriage on Marriage and Health: Evidence from BRFSS

Rebecca Diamond
The Geography of Poverty and Nutrition: Food Deserts and Food Choices Across the United States

Jonathan Meer
No Dropouts Need Apply: Labor Substitution and the Minimum Wage

Chris Ruhm
University of Virginia
Drivers of the Fatal Drug Epidemic

Gautam Gowrisankaran
University of Arizona
Reclassification Risk in the Small Group Health Insurance Market

Marianne Wanamaker
University of Tennessee
Cohort Effects of Restrictive Abortion Legislation—Evidence from 19th Century Law Variation

Pietro Tebaldi
University of Chicago
Distance to Physicians and Value of Choice in Individual Health Insurance

Maya Rossin-Slater
Stanford University
Violence while In Utero: The Impacts of Assaults During Pregnancy on Birth Outcomes
Janet Currie
Princeton
Mortality Inequality: Why Things are Not as Bad as You Think

Sue Dynarski
University of Michigan
The Gap within the Gap: Using Longitudinal Data to Understand Income Differences in Student Achievement

Olivier Deschenes
University of California Santa Barbara
Defensive Investments and the Demand for Air Quality: Evidence from the NOx Budget Program

Jeremy West
Racial Bias in Police Investigations

Nicole Maestas
Harvard Medical School
American Working Conditions and Preference for Job Attributes

Pierre-Thomas Léger
Physician Practice Style and Healthcare Costs: Evidence from Emergency Departments

Jay Bhattacharya
Measuring and Rewarding Novelty in Science

David Chan
Price-setting by Committee in Medicare

Katrina Jessoe
Spillovers from Behavioral Interventions: Experimental Evidence from Water and Energy Use
Fall 2015 - Spring 2016

Mark Shepard
Harvard
Hospital Network Competition and Adverse Selection: Evidence from the Massachusetts Health Insurance Exchange

Amanda Pallais
Harvard
Discrimination as a Self-Fulfilling Prophecy: Evidence from French Grocery Store

David Slusky
University of Kansas
Second Trimester Sunlight and Asthma: Evidence from Two Independent Studies

Max Auffhammer
University of California, Berkeley
Quantifying the Long Run Impacts of Climate Change on Electricity Consumption Using Big Data

Randy Walsh
Pittsburgh
Zoning and the Economic Geography of Cities

Hilary Hoynes
University of California, Berkeley
Experimental Evidence on Distributional Impacts of Head Start

Marika Cabral
University of Texas, Austin
Does Privatized Health Insurance Benefit Patients or Producers? Evidence from Medicare Advantage

Joseph Shapiro
Yale University
Energy Prices, Pass-Through, and Incidence in U.S. Manufacturing

Manasi Deshpande
University of Chicago
Does Welfare Inhibit Success? The Long-Term Effects of Removing Low-Income Youth from Disability Insurance

Jonathan Ketcham
Arizona State University

Rema Hanna
Harvard
Contracting out the Last-Mile of Service Delivery: Subsidized Food Distribution in Indonesia

Joe Doyle
MIT
Measuring Physician Quality